
Note from the designer
The compass represents the rich rituals, folklore, and traditions

of the Netherlands fused with modern wisdom. As a symbol, the

compass signifies providing guidance and motivation to someone

feeling lost. This is what we call our key principle. Bracelets by

Compass Jewelry help create your own pious space, inside of

yourself. An inner refuge, calm and focused, where you can

navigate to your soul, your inner bliss—just like a compass guides

a lost soul to its destination.

Gracefulness and Positivity
Infused in Ensemble!
You've always been a bit of a spiritual person, and you know that

your bracelet can't just be about looking good and feeling good.

You want to wear it to remind yourself that you're heading in the

right direction. The Compass is the perfect way to express your

spiritual side, while making a statement about your own personal

style. It represents the direction of the north, which signifies a life

of service to others and self-mastery.

These bracelets are more than just an accessory: with their

unique design and engraving, they are going to let everyone know

that you're a stylish explorer who cares about making the world a

better place for everyone around them.
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Prosperity Necklace
€520,00 EUR

Shipping calculated at checkout.

Chrome Diopside Prosperity Necklace - This necklace contains, Chrome

Diopside which can help you give clarity of thought. It’s a good meditation

stone and a favorite stone For bringing money and abundance with Its

money-green color.

Size

Quantity

More payment options

Have questions? Talk to our personal stylist!

Length: 29.5, 31.5 and 33.5 inch,  75, 80 and 85 cm.

Double-Sided Pendant / Meridian& Compass

Chrome Diopside,8mm. 

Solid Sterling 925 Silver With Black Rhodium And White Rhodium Finish.

Yellow Round Hammered Clasp.

Authentic Compass-Jewelry Logo Bead.

Transparency in materials Handcrafted with love

Made in Europe Authentic Compass-

Jewelry logo bead

Doorstep Delivery Insured Shipping
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Reviews
See What Our Clients Ask About US

  

Paul

“Checked you out on Instagram and your

mesmerizing vintage-type designs attracted

me. Icing over the cake was your quick shipping

and packaging. I am really excited to shop

more from you to build my collection.”

   

Manon

“I was initially doubtful of the stone powers.

But I must say now that my ideology has

changed as I used a black skull bracelet for 20

odd days. It helped me achieve healing and

peace of mind. To me compass jewelry is an art

form of creativity and self-expression. I always

wear it as a form of self-expression. ”

    

Marlies

“What’s the secret of your healing jewelry? I

mean I feel so good and on top of the world

whenever I wear a pendant and bracelet. I love

compass jewelry and their service”

Brand philosophy
The philosophy of the compass is the core of our design—to guide the lost souls to their inner souls, your

deep awakening, and your peace. And this spirituality in our designs comes with a dash of style backed by

the elements of aesthetics, symmetry, harmony, and humor. Our design symbolizes exploration,

adventure, and willingness to push you outside of your cocoon—that’s exactly what a compass does.

The Inspiration
" Let your heart be your compass, your mind
your map, your soul your guide...and you will

never be lost." (Ritu Ghatourey)

We think that this quote is what sums up the
whole idea behind the creation of our brand.

The Design
Balance as a fundamental aspect of our

design philosophy, with a healthy tension
between meaning and form. Our pieces are

also immersed in meaning for the stones
used, are sacred and precious for their

specific range of spiritual vibration.

The Tradition
We take pride in the fact that we are a rooted
brand inspired by the splendid craftsmanship,
awestruck artistry and rich Dutch heritage as

well as the swag of the Caribbean soul. We
stride to continually grow in unique

directions.

The Community
Every single piece by Compass-Jewelry

reflects the tradition, skills, experience and
dedication of our artists. Whatever

background, qualification and tradition they
breathe in, they all share the same passion

for creating mesmerizing jewelry.

You may also like

Protection Bracelet (New)

€550,00 EUR

Communication Necklace.

From €570,00 EUR

Power Necklace

From €520,00 EUR

Power Bracelet (New)

From €550,00 EUR

Join our world
and to be the very first to know about events,

new arrivals, and much more.

https://www.compass-jewelry.com/products/protection-bracelet?pr_prod_strat=use_description&pr_rec_id=dc0a068f3&pr_rec_pid=7208256667784&pr_ref_pid=6773954904200&pr_seq=uniform
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